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Coastal Carolina College

Sadat Me ....... or·a
held in
Wheelwrig t
b eddie Owens
ews Editor
Last Friday the Student
Government Association sponsored
a memorial service for slain Egyptian
President Anwar Sadat in the
Wheelwr· ght Auditorium of Coa tal
Carolina College.
Dr. Hussein Hus ouna, the senior
counselor at the Egyptian Emba sy
to the United States was the keynote
speaker. Hussouna was a delegate to
the 1978 Camp David Peace Talks
where the Egyptian-Israeli Peace
Treaty was signed. He worked for
two years in the Egyptian Foreign
ministry in Cairo, and was involved
. with the peach proce s with Israel
from the beginning. He was also a
eember of the Egyptian delegation
the United ations for four years
and has a doctorate in international
law from Cambridge University.
John L. Napier, the fre hman U.S.
Comgre sman from the Sixth
District of outh Carolina, al 0 made
a brief keynote address. Napier
defeated former U.S. Comgre sman
John Jenrette in the 1980
Congressional election. H ha

been in the news recently with hi
upport for federal sub ·dies for
tobacco farmers and in upport of
the AWACS sale to Saudi Arabia .
. AI 0 on the program was Coa tal
Carolina College Chancellor
E.M.Singleton, the SGA Pre ident
B'rian Merry, College Chaplin Dr.
Ron Lackey, former Egyptian
delegate to the United
ation
Mahoud Karem and two Egyptian
students at Coastal Seif You ef and
Khaled-EI-Miniawi.
Dr Has ouna e pres, "Egypt'
deep appreciation for the holding of
this memorial service for our
beloved late President, Anwar B
Sadat." He also was, "Gratrified by
this demonstration of friend hip and
support, and by the e teem in which
you held our Pre ident."
"One of Sadat's deepest wishe in
his lifetime was to see lasting peace
prevail in the entire Middlea t. He
achie ed part ofthat dream. He sa
peace between Egypt and I rael
become a living realit . Ala he died
before the rest of hi dream could be
fulfilled. He died before pea e
bet en I rae' the Pali tinean ,and
the re t of the Arab world saw the
light.", according the Ha ouna.

Famed a th r
by ALLAN KUJALA
Editor
South Carolina author and
journalist Jack Bass delivered a
public address on the impact of
Southern Republican judges on Civil
Rights at 12:30 p.m., Monday,
October 26th in Wheelwright
Auditorium to a good sized crowd of
students and faculty.
Bass is director of the American

e

South Special Projects at USCColumbia and i de eloping and
instructional televi ion cour e
entitled. "The American South
Come of Age." He i the author of
se eral books dealing with recent
Southern politics and the Civil
Righ ts era, incl ud ing The
Orangeburg Ma sacre , The
Trans/ormtion 0/ Southern Politics
and Unlikely Heroes.
A native of outh Carolina, Ba
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The Story Behind The Chanticleer'

Allan Kujala

EDITOR

MANAGING EDITOR

I would like to say thanks to
everyone who has said they like the
paper alot this year. Many of you
have commented that it is the best in
years. We expanded from 8 pages
last year to 12 this year. We have
hopes of expanding to an issue a
week next Academic year.
Our famous Lampoon edition will
be published next and will appear on"
November 18. We get our best
articles from the faculty and staff, so
please submit your ideas or articles
by next Wednesday.

Now I would like to answer some
questions concerning the paper.
Some people have criticized the
paper for its content. These people .
have charged sensationalism, etc.
Our" news is just that,news we cannot
and do not determine what it is.
• Although we and many others care
very much for Coastal Carolina, not
of the University of South Carolina,
Coastal is not perfect and neither are
the people that run it. When
something is wrong it has to be news
just like when something is good. We

always have our good things on the
feature, Sports, Entertainment, and
even on News Pages.
The staff of The Chanticleer tries
very hard not to write or present a
half-witted childish high school
newspaper. We strive for excellence,
as much as possible, and target our
newspaper towards college
students, not kids. •
Next time, I will write the type of
editorial that you hve come to expect
from me, so sit on the edge of your
chair trying to guess what it will be.

Cynthia Turner
NEWS EDITOR
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The Chanticleer, established in
1962, is a student publication o(
Coastal Carolina College. The
opinions e'x preued do not represent
those of the administration, faculty,
or students as a whole.

Letters to the editor must be legible
and bnef. not exceeding 150 words. All
letters may be edited but will not be
censored. Each letter must bear the
writer's signature and address. Mail or
deliver letters to Editor, "The
Chanticleer", Coastal Carolina
College, PO. Box 1954. Conway. S.C

While some of the articles
appearing the the Chanticleer have
been of quest.ionable tast of lat, ther
is much "good" to report any many
"good" people involved in Coastal's
everyday business.
I want to offer a special" thank you"
to the 100 Physical Education,
Recreation, Education Majors,
Athletes, and Cheerleaders who
served as scorers, linesmen, and
hostesses for the 2nd Invitational
Volleyball Tournament held
October 23rd through October 24th.
These students made the eleven
visiting college teams feel most
welcome while they were on our
campus and their services added
very much to the success of this
highly competitive event.
The participation of faculty, staff
and the Administration also
provided th~ extra support which
made our 2nd Invitational a big
success and a firm foundation for
such events in the future.
My congratulations to all of you for
a job well done!
Violet Meade
Volleyball Coach and
Tournament Director

EDITOR'S NOTE
I am sorry you find that THE
CHANTICLEER is written in

questionable taste. I would have like
to have known what was in
questionable taste, next time be
specific please. We simply write the
news as it occurs, we do not
determine what happens. As fas as
"good" things to report, check out or
feature pages, we spot the few
"good" people and events on these
pages. The news makes itself, wE'
make the features. You are my first
letter, thanks for writing.

HI do not propoee to write an ode to dejection, but to
brag as lustily a chanticleer in the morning. tanding
on his roost, if only

10

wake my neighbors Up.H
Walden,Thoreau

Volume XIX of the Chanticleer is dedicated to Ms.
Mildred Allen, HOur friend. and eternal inspirtion,
who e devotion has touched so many lilies."

29526.

National News Bureau
South Carolina
Press Association
Collegiate Division
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Assoc·a
Whereas: President An ar el Sadat b
h s personal bravery and political
wisdom gave hi country the finest gift
a leader can confer: a more open future
based upon understanding. and th
promise of a beter life;
Whereas: President Sadat offered the
world a br:ave solution for achieving
peace in the volatile M ddle Ea t;
Whereas: The obel Prize as awarded to him and to Prim Minis er
Begin in joint recognition of efforts n
achieving peace in the Middl Ea t ;
Wherea : The ties be een th United
States of America and the Ara

Carolina College, M. Mildred AllenAdministrati e As istant to the Chancellor was recentl honored b the
Con way B u i n e s san d Professional W~men' s Club a the recipient
of its "Career Women of the Year 19 1-82" at its annual Ci ic ight Banquet.

Afro A
e
for act·ve yea
by LISA RHUE
Feature Writer
The new officers for the Afro Am Club
have been elected and show promi e for
making the club one of the most active
on the Coastal Carolina campus this
year. The officers are: President-D.O.
Shubrick; Vice-Preside nt- Rita Bellamy;
Treasurer- Fred Davis; Secretary-Hazel
Pyatt. "The club's primary purpose is
to serve Coastal and the community,"
Shubrick explains, "but also to organize
a better working relationship with other
clubs. "
Afrom Am recently sponsored a Jazz

oriented program. The performers were
members of the club who organized the
show entirely. Th Jazz hour wa held
October 29. fromI2:00 to 1:00 p.m. in
the College Center.
Events for the year include fundraisers
of variou kinds which will support the
clubs endeavors. Afro Am will
participate in a Black Collegiate
Conference to be held at the University
of South Carolina on ovemher 19-22.
1981. In addition, a trip to an African
Vlllage is being planned as an upcoming
event; along with the club 9 s usual
participation in Blae History Wee.

Order form for the 1981-82 edition of the Atheneum
Please reserve
number of copies of the 1982 Atheneum for me
at a cost of $10.00 each.
Name ___________________________
Address
Return this form with a check or money order. (No cash will be accepted)
made out to the Atheneum - Coastal Carolina College. Turn in this form
and check or money order to the College Center 203-C.
IMPORTANT REMINDER: There are only 250 ATHE EUMS available,
so order yours now!!!
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The Outstanding and Challenging
Senior Professor:
J
B. Branham
by Delphine Johnson
Feature Editor
Coastal Carolina College has come
a long way. It has grown
tremendously in the past years, and
it is still growing. A man who has had
the opportunity to be a part of the
college from the beginning to the
present, is James B. Branham. He
has had the privilege to experience
the history of the college. In other
words, he is the Senior Faculty
member that we have here on
campus.
Branham was born in a little town
outside Camden, S.C. called Lugoff,
where he lived on a farm. He
graduated from Camden High in
1943."Ouring that time, it was
unusual for someone who had a rural
background to go to college after he
had graduated; therefore, I do not go.
But, after experiencing many
different types of jobs, I decided to
enter college in 1952. There was a
nine year ' span between by high
school graduation and my college
entrance. I do not feel that those
years were wasted at all, becuse
when I went to college, I was ready
for it."
Professor Branham did his
undergraduate studies at Furman
lJniversity. He received his
B.A.Degree in History in 1956. A year
later, he went to Yale lJniversity
Divinity School on a Rockefeller
Foundation Scholarship. His
purpose for attending this college
was to study in a theological institute
to determine if he wanted to become

"1 make students work; I
am difficult,
demanding,
c~allenging,

but, earnestly
fair."
a Protestent Minister.
He decided that he did not want to
become a miniter, so he came home
to Lugoff. After spending a year
teaching in Camden Jr. High School,
he had the opportunity to make a
Scholarship choice to pursue a
Master Degree at Florida State,
Louisiana State lJniversity, or West
Virginia lJniversity. He chose West
Virginia University,which offered an
assistantship where he could get
practical experience.
After receiving his Masters Degree,
Branham returned to Furman and
taught two years in the History
Department. He then left Furman
and came here in 1963.
Branham reminisces into the past.
"When I came here, the Administration Building was the only building

....

Professor James B.Branham
we had. The roads and parking lots
were not paved, they were muddy. I
would say there were about 108-10
students and 8 faculty members. I
taught most of the History classes,
on Political Science class, and all the
Government classes. Classes were
held four days a week; therefore,
everyone had a long weekend which
was a delight. This was done to cut
back on the driving; however, it was
eventually changed to a five day
week."
Professor Branham has seen
Coastaf s enrollment grow from
about lOS to the present enrollment ..
"A1though I realize that this growth
is inevitable, I do not necessarily find
it desirable. I prefer to get to know
my students and now that
enrollment has increased, I might get
to advise maybe ten or twelve
students a semester; whereas, in the
past, I could takt to all of my
students.
Branham now teaches many
different courses such as: American
Foreign Policy, A Survey Course of
the U.S. History, History of the
American Contitution, and
American National Government. He
really enjoys teaching.
"1 enjoy teaching. I make students
work; I am difficult, demanding,
challenging but earnestly fair. I do
not tolerate mediocrity in academic
achievement at all. I think that
students should be matured enough
to stand up to responsibility that is
put upon them. Many students do

not see college as they should; they
do not take advantage of the great
opportunity that is being offered.
This is why I feel that students who
are entering college today would be
better off if they had a few years of
work experience or military
experience before entering college.
After this experience, they should
look at college as a 36 month period
in which they can prepre themselves
to live a lifetime and be proud aftr
they have accomplished their goals."
Branham says that some students
have very strong opinions about him
as a teacher. Being a curious person,
I decided to find out what some
students had to say.

A former student said, "Branham is
one of the few professors at Coastal
that teaches on the college level and
when one leaves his class, he really
knows something. He is tough, but
that is what it takes to make a
student tough."
A student, who he is presently
teaching, replied, "Oh my God! That
man is terribly had; he is very
demanding. He thinks that his class
is the only class I have. Please excuse
me I have to go to class; he is giving
another pop-test which is like an
exam."
A passer-by, not a student of
Branham, said," Are you taking
about that history professor? Oh no!
Please do not take him; I hve heard
that he is a killer. I have never taken
him, and I hope I will never have to."
Although Branham is a demanding
professor, he still has some humor.
He is well organized, well informed,
and pretty reasonable. These
characteristics made it possible for
him to achieve many awards when he
was in college and throughout the
years.
"Academic excellence was my first
priority when I was in college. As an
undergraduate, I found time to do
everything I wanted to do and reap
the rewards. I graduated from
Furman with many awards such as:
Top Man in the Class, General .
Excellence Award, History Award,
and the Most Significant Religious
Man on Campus Award. So, you see
students, if you put things in
perspective and in order, get
organized and disciplined, and
challenge the advantage, you can
achieve academic excellence."
Professor Branham says that
Coastal is much larger today than it
was in the past. He is proud that he
has had the opportunity to be part of
the college from the beginning to the
present time. He hopes to see bigger
and better things happen to the
college in the future. "1 feU that when
we gem dorms, we will make
students fell that they are a part of
the institution. Coatal is growing
everyday and one day we will make it
to the
"

Inte~tiona1

Club

The International
F actor in South
Carolina's Ec.onomy
by David Hall

Most people don't know that .....
Foreign investment have played a
major role in South Carolina's
economic growth during the past
several decades.
otably in the
1970's and now in the 1980's,
international investment provide
jobs and economic prosperity while
must of the nation suffers from a lack
of capital and incentive.
One might wonder what foreign
investment would be doing in South
Carolina. There are in fact many
valid reasons for its presence. For
one thing, our
orth American
background provides many cultural
ties to Europeans. The free
enterprise system in the United
States, one of the most rewarding in
the world, itself attracks would-be
investors. Probably even more
important, however, is our stable
political system and economy. We
have a solid economic base and,
believe it or not, one of the lowest
inflation rates in the world. South
Carolina itself has a favorable
climate, natural resources, and most
importantly low taxes. Also, don't
believer that all of this investment
was not planned. There is a South
Carolina State Development Board
office in Belgium which seeks to
attract international businesses to
build industrial plants, provide jobs,
and a growing economy in our state.

Editor ................. David Hall
Production editors . Karen Roberts
Aurora Oliviera
Alejandro Menegozzi
Artwork ......... Seif Allah Fahmy
Business Manager .. Silvard P. Kool
Writers. . . . . . . .. Khaled el Miniawi
Jason Hsia
Leonardo Nakayama
Ricardo Cerda
Herman Spliethoff

The actual amount of investment
capital entering our little state i
astounding in itself. For the past five
years (1976-1980), almost 29% of the
total industrial investments in South
Carolina came from international
investment. This means that about
$308 million per year is inve ted in
South Carolina through international companies. As of 1980, total
foreign investment in the state
amounted to over $3 billion. Most of
this capital is in the chemical
metalworks, and rubber and plastics
industries. The largest single plant is
that of a British company. However,
German concerns are the leaders in
the group, providing about 32% of
the total international investment in
South Carolina. France is also a big
investor, coming in a close third after
Great Britain. Most of the firm are
located north of Columbia
especially in the GreenvilleSpartanburg area where som 38% of
the actual business offices and
plants are located. Although many
foreign tourists com to our area,
there is not much foreign industry
except for Georgetown Steel and
Georgetown Ferreduction.
The most obvious benefit from
foreign investments is jobs.
International firms have been
providing an average 2,800 jobs per
year for the past five years. Today,
these firms account for about 40,000
jobs in South Carolina. Other
advantages include huge tax
revenues going to the state
government. The Spartanburg and
Greenville area public schools are
examples of how the state benefits
from foreign investment tax
revenues. These well-funded schools
are said to be among the best in the
nation. Interntion firms have al 0
created bonds of friendship and
greater understanding of other
world cultures. everal of the larger
firms provide for exchange
programs in which employees from

and Anonymous

plants in the U.S. experience work at
the home country's offices and vice
versa.

Many thanks to Allan Kujala for his
time and effort which helped make
this newspaper possible, in addition
to our advertisers for their financial
support.

Foreign investment ha been a
definite plus in South Carolina. In
part it helps to explain our lower
than average unemployment and our
tremendous economic growth.

b Karen Robert
The International Club i more than
just a "club at school". The membe
of the club are different from the
members of an other club. ~hi
difference i not something concrete
that can be seen or touched, though
there are concrete difference
among u, the difference J am
peaking of i a feeling you get when
you are with these people. It i a
feeling of belonging of .caring, and
almost a famil -like feeling. Thi i
the impre ion I receive when I am
with the club a
a group or
individuall .
In the International Club
many different thing. We
parties, dinner,
tud
group
sports e ent ,fund rai ing project
and much more. So look out Coa tal
Carolina, for you are going to be
hearing a lot from The International
, Club in the coming week . Check th
bulletin and activity board to lind
out what's going on and when' do not
let yourself mi an of the fun!

The
by Dr. AI Hall
Have you noti ed the rather large
number of Oktoberlest in th
Grand Strand area thi year? Hare
_ou ever wondered about the origin
of this fe tival?
The very fir t Oktoberle t wa
celebrated in Muni h Gennan in
October I 10. The occa ion wa th
marriage of King Ludwig I of Bavaria.
The citizen of Muni h enthu ia ti all took part in thi celebration and
being a fun-Io ing a th peopl of
Munich are th fe ti al became an
annual e ent.
The Muni h Oktoberle t i th
large t folk fe ti al in Europe. It i
attended by million of merr maker
~ t for i t en day .
"Die Wie n" (th m adow ) wh r
the Oktoberle t i held i more than
ju t a gigantic amu em nt park with

ince be
club I ha

Anwar EI
Sadat's
Egypt
by Seif Allah F ahmy Youssef
peace settlement with Israel, so he
set out to do so with bold initiative by ,
going on the historical trip to Israel.
All this and more has proven to the
world that finally Egypt could gain
respect and actually did.
Now you can see why the
assassination of this great leader is
an assassination of peace and
stability and has left the world in
great grief. But let me quelyour fears
because Sadat left a much stronger
Egypt that is respected and admired,
and Egypt that is looking for new
horizons of peach and stability, an
Egypt with a President whom he had
groomed for so long and was sure
that he would firmly govern and
smoothly lead the Egyptian people to
a still better future. As an Egyptian, I
still feel that there is a continuity and
my country is on the right track and
that gives me a great sense of pride.
For anyone to understand why
President Sadat was assassinated
still remains a large question. The
fanatics who did it were part of a
faction called the Muslim

Anwar el Sadat was a true Egyptian. .
Born in the poor village of Mit Abul
Kom, he was raised under very
severe conditions of poverty
because of his large family. He
always dismissed the argument of
the poor days, but they were the best
days of his life since he was close to
the people, the earth thea he loved so
dearly, and the Nile to which he owes
the greatness of Egypt. He .was
taught to read and write in a smaD
mosque under the tutorship of a
Sheikh, a religious man, in a class
called the Kutals. It was a very
primitive type of schooling" but
definitely rewarding for Sadat who
always looked back on those days
with great affection. Following a
great Egyption tradition, Sadat
joined the Armed Forces and was
able to excel, and was one of the men
to realize the Egyptian dream of
becoming a free nation when they
overthrew the Monarchy in 1952 and
rid Egypt of the British colonization.
AD this presentation is very brief but
what I wanted to get at is that Anwar
el Sadat's life had become so
intertwined with Egypt's history that
it is difficult tQ separate them from
each other. Every decision he took
while in office was made under a
great understanding of Egypt's
problems and of its people. He
realized that the future of Egypt did
not lie with the Russians so he broke
away from them. He realized that
peace could not be: achieved withou~
proving an equabty to the Israeli
military strength, so he went to war
and proved himself. He realized tht it
was to the area's common interest to
achieve a just and comprehensive

International
Although foreign students
appreared sporadically at .C oastal
Caorlina College before 1977, it was
in that year that Dr. Bruno Gujer of
the history faculty began to raise
funds in the community to recruit
foreign stuaents for this campus. His
goal was to bring the enrollment of
highly qualified students from
abroad up to about 1% fo the total
student body. Through their
excellence and diverse backgrounds
these students would serve as role
models and enrich the education of
their american peers in the same way
as they themselves would profit from
being here.
Dr.Gujer's goal has been
substantially accomplished. Today,
more than twent-five students
participate in the life of the .c ollege
and contribute their particular girts
in a variety of organizations from the
tennis team to the Cinematic
Society" Many of them can regularly
be found on the Dean's or even the
President's list, and the most
outstanding student at Coastal for
1980-81 was Silvard Kool from
Holland.
More recently, Dr. Gujer recruited
Mr. Leo Moog, a marketing
consultant from Hamburg,
Germany, to teach a class in
European marketing. The. course
began November 2, at the Myrtle
Beach, Air Force Base. Mr. Moog is

Bro"therhood. I can not fathom why
they would take upon themselves
such a hidious task as to kill such a
man, but I can understand that there
is something wrong and I very
confidently can put my finger on it:
the economy. With spiraling
inflation, a crisis in housing, .and
many more problems, there IS a
discontentment among Egyptians. I
can farther add the after President
Sadat had travelled to Jerusalem,
people were ecstatic. Here, finally,
we were on the threshold of "
properity, but alas, the process is
taking too long said the people!!
Therefore it is a must to move ahead
and fast. Arrive to the just and
comprehensive peace and to fight
our domestic problem's by
strengthening the economy.
I would finally like to quel your fears
more by telling you that Egypt is in
good hands. Sadat had expected to
retire after the end of his current
term, and was going to leave tk~e
nation in Vice-President Mubara s
hands. He knew that Mubarak was
very gratified for the post and he has
proven so. The consolidation of
power that Mubarak handle.d
brilliantly is an example of hiS
competence. As an Egyptian I ta~e
pride in saying that my country waD
survive, it is not another Iran, but we
will miss President Anwar el Sadat.
We had grown to love him dearly and
I remember he had said that he !tad
two wishes: one was to live as long as
Wiuy Brandt and the other was ~o
leave Hosni Mubarak as hiS
successor. At least one of his two
wishes has come true. May God rest
his soul in peace.

Prog'r am

only the first in a serices of lecturers '
from abroad which Dr. Gujer seeks
"to interest in the college. Currently,
he is negotiating with Dr. Per
Stromback fro?,. Sweden, who bc:en
the chief phYSICian of the Swedish
Red Cross and the Swedish Olympic
Delegation for many years. In these
capacities, Dr. Strom back has
gained a world-wide reputati<!n as an
expert in athletic medicine and first
aid.
As a third part of the Internation
Program, Dr. Gujer has been
promoting a number of cultural
events with an international flair on
this campus. Beginning with
International Day in 1977, and
continuing with the current
International Film Series, these
events are designed to make Coastal
students more aware of lifestyles and
thought patterns other than their
own.
As a last element of his
International Program, Dr. Gujer is
currently attempting to raise $1,500
or more as a grant for a Coastal
student to study abroad. This is a
pilot project which, if it could be
firmly established on a permanent
basis should give a big boost to the
forei~n language education on this
campus. The International Club has
made the beginning in this fund
raising effort by giving Dr. Gujer
$350 which they earned in their
coffee house during last spring's fine
arts festival.

The International Program already
has had a profound effect upon the
lives of many students, both
American and foreign. Friendships
have been established which span
the globe. As more and more foreign
students and professors return to
their respective countries with fond
memories of the time spent here, the
colege and all of Horry County will
benefit from the goodWill that they
spread everywhere they go.

Dutch or
Deutsc
by Silvard P. Kool
Being from the Netherlands and
t herefore being Dutch, I must say I
was pretty disappointed when I
found out that the Pennsylvania
Dutch were originally from
Germany. So why are they not called
Pennsylvania Germans?
I looked up the word " Dutch" in the
dictionary and I found the following:
Dutch:1. Language of the
Netherlands 2. ThQ Dutch a) the
people of the Netherlands b) the
Pennsylvania Dutch. Obviously
there was a time when the word
"dutch" was used as a collective
term for both the people from the
Netherlands, where Dutch is the
vernacular, and for . people from
Germany, wher Deutsch (the
German word for" german") is used.
Needless to say these two words,
dutch and deutsch, look and sound
very much alike. This similarity
could very well have caused the
confusion of the two works by the
English speaking settlers who dealt
with the Dutch and German
colonists in the 1700's and 1800's.
The disappointment caused by the
discovery about the Pennsylvania
D(e)ut(s)ch was mild compared to
the shock I felt when I discovered
how the word "dutch" is used in
some expressions. Let me take the
liberty to present some of these to
you:
In dutch-in Financial trouJ>le. d
Dutch courage-courage inspire
by alcohol
.
Double dutch-funny talk
There is more too, like if someone
says you sing like a "dutch
nightingale," they mean you sound
like a frog. A "dutch door" is a door
which opens at the top and bottom
independently, and everybody
knows what" dutch treat" is.
After reading this article, it will not
surprise you that I would rather be
referred to as a "student from the
Netherlands" than as a "Dutch
student."

other side of the World
by Jason Hsia
Hong Kong is a big city just like New
York or Los Angeles, with lots of
things to do, such as: going shopping,
Discos, movies and excellent places
to eat. Here, one can find many types
of cooking: American, Indian,
Japanese, Malaysian, European,
African, Indonesian and of course
Chinese food too.
There are many problems in Hong
Kong as in any other big city;
however, the most important one is "'
housing. Housing rates in Hong
Kong are the highest in the whole
world. The reason is that there are
many people but very little space
available. Another big problem is the
traffic. There are so many cars that
during rush hours, one will get stuck
in his car for at least two hours.
Even though this seems to be pretty .
bed, I assure you that if you visit
Hong Kong, you will enjoy it very
much.

Hong Kong is a small island situated
off the coast of tbe China. It cannot
be easaly found on the map. Because
of . its size, you'd need to use a
magnifying glass. Hong Kong is
divided into three parts: the island
itself, Kowloon Peninsula and the
New Territories.
Hong Kong's popultion has
increased at a rather fast pace. To
this day, the city houses six million
inhabitants. Among them one can
find every kind of people: European,
Asian North American, South
Ameri~an, African, and Australian,
too.
Hong Kong, a British Colony, is a
very important site for commercial
trade. For example, Communist
China needs Hong Kong to market
its products. Probably, every time
you bought something ....de in Hong
Kong, you wondered ~here it was
made.

Holland House
We

~upport

the International Club

open all night, every day, from lOPM till2PM
Complete Breakfast Menue

International Club · vs Coastal
Carolina Soccer teaDl
by Alejandro Menegozzi
Tuesday Oct. 27, Coastal's soccer
team and the International club team
had a friendly soccer game at the
. Coastal Carolina soccer field.
Before the game there was a lot of
excitement and expectation among
the players and the publis' all of us
anticipating one and a half hrs. of
hard work together with lots of fun.
Coastal's team included almost aU
its players and their coach, who also
played. The International Club team
included Coastal students from
amny countries of the world: Chile,
Ecuador, Egypt, Brizil, Hong Kong
U.S.A., Venezuela, Ireland, Holland
and Colombia.
Around 4:00 p.m. the game started,
after a couple of minutes of play,
Coastal scored the first goal of the
game; after this quick goal the action
got more or less even for a period of
10 min., during which both teams
brought the ball up and down the
field with no apparent success.
However, 10 minutes of this was
. enough and suiidenly Coastal
opened up and scored again. The ups
and downs started once more. Then,
the international club scored for the
first time in the game. After this goal,
it seems like the International club
lost the spirit of fighting and
disorganization took over. The Club
defense got caught repeatedly up in
front by counter attacks from the
Coastal team. Coastal scored two
more times before the halftime.

During halftime the Club tried
de perately to reorganize and get
every position in the field cleared
out. At the beginning of the second
half the Club's defen e showed to be
a lot more settle. However, now, the
offense had lost it grip and a lot of
people came in and out of the field
with injuries.
Coastal's team during the second
half sc;ored five more times and
showed us what preparation,
training, and organization can do.
After a long afternoon of hard pia .
both teams decided to declare the
winner: whate er team cored the
next and last goal; orne how, these
last 10 min. turned out to be the be t
of the entire game with both team
trying to score that goal.
This period wa
sparkled by
excellent saves by the International
Club goalie, who had been borrowed
from the Coastal team for the
Second half. Finally, after 10 min. of
good soccer the International Club
scored and the game ended.
As a member of the International
Club, I would like to thank the soccer
team and their coach Mr. John
F arreUy for giving us the oportunity
to play with them and giving 2 hr . of
great fun.

A summer Sai or
by Herman Spliethoff
Seeing the world has always been a
dream of mine. Since traveling costs
a lot of money, I was never able to
fulfill this dream until two summers
ago. Then, I got the opportunity to
work as a sailor on a commercial
trading ship. I thought this would be
a great idea. This way I would see a
lot of the world and get paid for it too!
I accepted and one month later I
signed on a ship with a final
destination of Archangel, Russia.
Off the Dutch coast, a change of
crew was made. A tugboat brought
us to the ship 10 miles from the pier.
After climbing aboard with a rope
ladder, I met the crew: the master,
1st and 2nd engineer, greaser, cook
and three Spanish sailors, These
were the people I would live and
work with for the next 6 weeks.
The ship came from lagos, Africa,
with a load of artificial fertilizer and
headed North to unload in Glomfjord
(a tiny place in Norway far above the
Artie Circle). From there we would
go straight to Archangel with
Murmansk as our only refueling
harbor.
To my own surprise and great
disappointment of the other sailors, I
wasn't eassiek. So aU the ragtricks
they had didn't work. Alter a few
days the ragging was over and work
began: cleaning and painting the
ship, detecting and performing
repairs. Painting is anlnportant task
for a sailor. The salty water literally
eat~ the steel away and a thiek layer
of paint prevents this. We never
really finished painting. As soon as
we reached the end of the ship, we
had to start all over again.

After two weeks we arrived in
Archangel, a large wood-harbor in
northern Russia. The huge
surrounding pine woods form the
major trading product. The wood
are cut down, taken to enormous
sawmills along the rivermouth, and
then sold.
One day, we had the chance to go
into the city itself. Although the
security procedures taken by the
Russians were ery strict, we were
able to go through the town without
guards. At that time the Olympic
games had just opened and I would
see the Olympic symbol everywhere.
However, this could not compensate
'for the sad and gloomy impression

,8(3) ..a.St84

The International dub i off to a
prime start thi year Leonardo
akayama was reelected to serve a
pre ident and Silvard Kool reelected
a vice-president. Karen Roberts will
be serving as the ne secretary/
trea urer and Con tantine
leftheriosi as the SGA representative. Approximately 25 membe
no
comprise the International
Club.

the grey buildings and colorl
street ga e me. After a loading
period of five day we headed for
aples, where the wood would be
made into paper.
We steamed down throught the
English channel, through the s rait
of Gibraltar, and acro
the
Mediterian sea. We finally entered
the port of aples Italy. Everybody
was glad to be able to get on land
again. What a contra
apl wa
with Archangel. In thi port, the hip
would take in tr for road in Africa.
But here I had to f1 back home and
return to the old school routine once
again.

Chile: Nature ,Wine,
and Loving People
by Ricardo Cerda

.

which I call "home taste". Water
skiing, surfing, and fishing are some
of the activities that you can enjoy
there. The weather is very nice in the
summer because it is constantly
warm and dry.
The northern part of the country
has warm weather throughout the
year, while the central and southern
part of the country has very distinct
seasons.
Our wine is very well known on the
international markets and is one of
our main export products. The wine
companies are settled in the central
area. the northern area, and of
course the south where good wine is
never missing from the table, even if
there is nothing to eat.
.
Loving people. Alright! A big hus
and come on in. Hey buddy in Chile
would be "hula compadre"! Yes, we
are a little bit crazy but we like it.
Foreigners that have bennin my
country talk about our people as
being friendly and warm.
So if you want to spend your next
vacation somewhere in South
America, just close your eyes and
say Chile, here I come! We will make
sure you have the best time of your
life.

If you look at a map of the American

Continent, Chile can be found in the
bottom left hand corner of your map,
just between the Andes Mountains
and the Pacific Ocean.
Mountains? Yes. The biggest
mountains you probably have ever
seen. The famous Andes have an
extension of 8,000 kilometers from
north to south. It is a symbol of
majesty as well as being our natural
border with Argentina and Bolivia.
When ski season begins, hold on
baby because everyone goes nuts! It
is the home of beautiful ski fields with
many international ski competitions
every year.
Let me tell you about the oean, as
well as the great mountains. We have
the longest coast of the Pacific
Ocean with 200 ocean miles of
waters as a border. There is also the
famous Easter Island, which belongs
to Chile, where many investigations
have been taking place about the
origin of the Chilean people and the
lost treasures on the island.
The su'mmers are great too! I he
beaches offer you a delightful
vacation on yellow sand an blue
waters . Many of the towns along the
coast still have the typical structure

A Simple Egyptian
by Khaled EI Miniawi
Jimmy Carter called Sadat "The man
of principles".
The credit and respect given by the
whole world to Sadat's personality
and policy makes one feel really
proud of being Egyptian, because
Sadat was more of a representative
of a pure, simple Egyptian man than
of being an extraordinary leader. It
makes every Egyptian feel like the
whole world is respecting and
crediting him, because Sadat Was a
reflection of the real, pure Egyptian.
Whoever thinks that Egypt is
without a leader after is has lost
Sadat, I tell him, he is completely
wrong, Egypt is full of Sadats who
have the same Egyptian principles,
and by which they can gain their self
confidence and the people's support,
which, in my opinion, are the main
characteristics of a successful
leader. In fact Moubarak, the new
Egyptian President, is a faithful
student of Sadat, who will lead Egypt
in the same track that Sadat has set
Egypt on. Finally, I did not get into
the achievment of Sadat in Egypt and
the whole world because I do not
thingk that there is anyone who does
not know about the achievements of
Sadat. May God bless that faithful
son of Egypt and bless us aU.

When the name of Sadat is
mentioned in the whole world, it is
accompanied by respect, faith, and
trust for that name. Many articles
and books have been published
about Sadat's personality and policy
and it is almost unanimous, in the
writer's and author's opinions, that
Sadat had an unusual policical
forecasting ability and extraordinary
ways and timing in making decisions.
Professional analysts went by their
imaginations and analysis to the
extremes in trying to know and
analyze Sadat's personality and
abilities. Sadat, however, answered
all their questions and confusions
more than once by one phrase he
used to say all the time. "1 am a
simple Egyptian man". This had
always been the answer to Sadat's
political and social success; he was
simple, straight forward, .clear,
religious, frank, and had a strong
faith in God. His principles and
ethics were his guide-lines in his
ruling internally and externally,
which is something uncommon
among politicians, who are almost
graded by their ability of playing on
words, or getting around what they
may have previously said. Sadat was
not this way. Former Preside t

The

Jari:

The

by Leonardo Nakayama
In the largest equatorial forest of
the world a fantastic EI Dorado of
Jari is being born: In an extension of
37,000 square kilometers (24,000
square miles) industries, ports,
mines and hydroelectrics ' are
growing overnight. A floating
cellulose factory came towed from
Japan. Today it is already producing
750 tons of whitened cellulose dailey.
In the decade of the 80's this
project, conceived by the American
Daniel Ludwig, will have tranformed
the Jari area into an importnat
exporter of raw materials. The
systematic replantaion of gmelina--a
tree originating from Asia and
specially tested for the ' Amazon
area--assures the ecological
equilibrium and the prime material
for the ellulose industry.
In Jari, almost suddenly, towns and
villages are born. Monte Dourado,
the capital, already shelters a
community of ten thousand people,'
among them scientists and
technicians of 27 different

_-I
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FOR MOST COUNTRIES in the
world this holds true, your
eighteenth birthday is the most
awaited time of your life.
Just think about it for a minute,
What would happen in the U.S. if one
could not drive 'til eighteen? Well,
probably no dates, no cruising
around, going to school by bus, and
in conclusion a lot less fun.
Perhaps life for teenagers here
would change dramatically, that
sounds terrible, Doesn't it?
In my country, Venezuela, to drive
on must be eighteen years old. You'n
probably say, "How boring!" Well,

..

t. Andrews
Church and
School

even though we are not supposed to
drive, we always find a way to do so.
It is very common to sneak up into
our parents bedromm, get the car
keys and go driving around. Now this
is very dangerous because one
definately doesn't want to get caught
by the cops! To avoid this situation,
every kid knows his neighborhood
like the back of his ahdn. He knows
every corner, every shortcut; all of
these to make sure of finding the way
out when followed by a police car.
Now you see, it is not so bad to live
without a car for a little longer. One
can always find a way to overcome
the inconvenience.

Conway
Motor
Inn
Good Luck Internationals

the

With good wishes from

nationalities. It is a ture Babel
concerned with activities as simple
as agriculture or as sophisticated as
ecological research. In the Amazon
El Dorado, 4,800km (3,000 mites) of
roads and 46 km of railroads are
already built and functioning.
The industrial park is totally
mechanized and the cellulose leaves
Munguba port through a sophisticated assemblage of cranes and
transporters.
To avoid the pollution caused by
cellulose productrion, a lake of 160
acres was built to receive the
industrial remains. After being in
deposit for 16 days, the wast is
biologically reduced and only then is
taken back to the Jari River, one of
the tributaries of the Amazon.
"It is amazing to see powerful'dieset
locomotives coming out from the
tropical jungle draggin wagons filled
with cargo," affirmed a specialist
from the United Nations after a
recent visit to the area. The Juri
Project will assure future selfsufficiency of Brazil in the cellulose
sector.

by Alejandro Merlegozzi

Internationals
--___

Miracle

Imagine tpat you could not drive
until you were eighteen

Irlternational Omelette
House
supports

Amazon
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Coastal Caro i a
Couples
b Esta Hill
Feature Writer
. CARPENTER & EBERWEI
The perfect love story, the cute red. head nurse falls in love with her
patient, really happened between
Karen Carpenter and her husband,
Dr. Eberwein. Dr. Eberwein was a
severly ill patient at the Ocean View
Memorial Hospital and Karen
Carpenter was the red-head nurse.
She opened the door to his room, set
her eyes on his naked torso, and fell
in love. Everyday she came into work
early to help her patient walk up and
down the halls and recuperate. But,
when he was released from the
hospital, Karen thought she had lost
him forever.
They later met at a party, and Karen
instantly recognized him. Unfortunately, Dr. Eberwein hadn't the
slightest clue as to Karen's identity.
The "chemistry" must have been
right though in e they then started
dating.
The couple wa married at their
Surfside beachhou e by, Coastal
Carolina profe or, Dr. Bob
Robinson on Friday, October 13,
1978. They take re idence in the
summer in Surf ide, but winter in
College Park.
Karen Carpenter is orginally from
Pasadena, California where she had
her first marriage. She has on on
from this marriage, who is now in
Germany as an Army medic.
Carpenter received orne of her
preliminary education in Oregon in
an LP
cour e. he obtained an
Associate Degree from Coastal in
Nursing. Ne t, she went to USC
where she received a B.S. in

Psychology.
he al 0 received a
Bachelor's in General Studies. At the
University of
ew York, she
received her B.S. in ursing. Her
Masters in Educational Administration came from the University of
South Carolina. Carpenter's present
goal is to complete her masters in
ursing at the College of
Charleston. She is super busy right
now with Coastal' nursing program.
"There is a bumper crop of student
this year and r m demonstrating to
twice the student then I usually do,n
says Mrs. Carpenter. "It'
sometimes hard to teach the skill
adequately."
Dr. John Eberwein, though born in
Massachu etts, ha lived in South
Carolina for almo t twenty year . He
received his B.A. and Masters in
chemistry from the University of
Vermont. Hi
Doctorate in
Chemistry ",as earned at Ohio tate
University. Dr. Eberwein got a job a
a research chemi t with Du Pont in
Ohio, and wa tran ferred to th
Florence plant in 1964. He quit Du
Pont when a po ition for a full-time
chemistry in tructor opened at
Coastal. He i quite content in hi lif
and hope to remain here.
The couple actually ha \ery little in
common. Karen i
a
killed
horticulturi t;
he al 0 doe
needlepoint and craft . Dr. Eb rwein
i into land caping and ha al 0
been a active member of the
American Ch mical
0 iety for
twenty years.
Still they upport one another.
When the pre ures of the day build
up they can turn to each other.
Karen has a great deal of respect for
her husband's intelligence, and he
supports her in her effort to
complete her m ter in ur ing.

Fa

run gam
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MUSIC OUTLET
DISCOU T PR CES
(EVERY DAY PRICES)
LIST
OUR OUTLET PRICE
$8.98 . . . . . . . .......... 6.69
.. 5.69

$7.98

$5.98 ................ $4.69

on ALBUMS and TAPES
STOREWIDE!
'
*Also $1.00 OFF Weekly Specials
*New Releases at $5.69!!!
*Blank Tape Specials:

MAXWEll UDX III
TDKSA

C-90

$3.99 each

COME AND SEE US AT-

MYRTLE BEACH STEREO TAPE
CENTER
6203 N. Kings Hwy Next to Amoco Self Serv at 62nd Ave.
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Conway National Bank is proud to
announce the Grand Opening of
our new Red Hill branch office at
the corner of Highways 501 and
\~~~~~~. 544. And you're invited to the
,.,.,.",....,.,.,..,..,.,...,...,..,..,...,,......,...,...if~~~,~..(j':~~"~\I:,:'I::· celebration.
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The winners will be selected in a
drawingat6pm FridaY,November20.

from 3 until 7pm we re having a
gala open house with refreshments
and favors for everyone attending.
You'll also have an opportunity to
As part of our Grand Opening
register to win some fabulous
celebration we're introducing No
pnzes.
Service Charge Checking for Stu,tI,
dents. There s no minimum balance
~:;:
,1111"/,,,
required and no service charges.
~I/"" Our exciting Grand Prize is a
There will be a nominal printing
'/: space age deluxe microwave
charge
for checks and this service
" oven that makes cooking quick,
is subject to annual renewal. Any
I, easy, and delicious. Plus, we'll
lull
time student can apply simply
also be giving away a gir1's bicycle
and a hoy\ bicycle. Registrat ion is by showing.a tudent TD card or

Free

Student: Checking!

' " Ifl
,,, II'

Prizes!

" froln . In\l'1 nber II t hrnugh
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01 her suitable

idcntificat ion.
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TheConway National Bank
We work for you.

Open House! Corner Hwy 501 ~ 544! November II! 3.7pm!
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Starling to
appear

"tomorrow
by Bebe Huggins
Entertainment Editor
Robert Starling, a local talent, is
best described as a tadtural talent. He
is a one-man concert and performs
mostly his own compositions,
although he does perform material
by other well-known artists. His
music is a blend of folk and jazz. Hib
debut album, WELCOME TO THE
ISLAND, is evidence that his music
will reach more people this year than
ever before. His music has been
heard nationwide over the CBS
television network. Starling writes
much of his own music about the
beach. One of his instrumentals in
the album is entitled, "Windy Hill".
During a Starling concert he

entertains the audience through
stories of his own brand of urbane
humor.
jStarling has performed nationwide
in many well-known clubs, colleges,
and hotels. Some of the clubs include
P.B. Scotts, Blowing Rock, .C., and
Catch A Rising Star, in ew York
City, ew York. The Colleges and
hotels inciude orth Carolina Uni .,
Clemson Univ. and the College of
Charleston, Myrtle Beach Hilton
Sheraton, and Ocean Dunes, and
many more.
On Thursday, ovember 5 , 1981
Robert Starling will appear in the
College Center at 8:30 pm. Beer
proveded by Schafer Dist., will be
sold at 35¢ a cup beginning at 8:00
pm. The public is invited jand the
concert is free.

Concert Choir to
present Variety
Show
by DELPHINE JOHNSON
Feature Editor
Carolyn Cox and the Coastal Carolina
Concert Choir will present a Variety
Show on November 23 and 24 at 8:00
p.m. in the Wheelwright Auditorium. It
is ehtitled, "It's About Time". For the
The purpose of the show Is to help out
with expenses for the Spring Tour.
which will begin In Disney orld.
Admission for the show will be $2.00.
The show consists of three parts: Old
West, Top 40, and the Turn of the
Century. Solos will be done by David
Sheely, Cathy Clayton, and Clifford
Smith II. A duet will be performed by
Fred Davis and ~therine lewis. A

variety of songs will be sung, such as:
"Next To Loving", "Doop-De-Oop",
"The Colors of My 'Ufe" , "Endless
Love". "Have A Good Day". and
"Steven Frost Medley". Barbara A.
Cook will be the plano accompanist.
Director of Admissions Marsh Meyers
and his Stage Band. and the Soccer
Team will be In the show. For those of
you that missed HEllO 0011.Y. the
Soccer Team will do a number from the
show.
If anyone has an act that be or sbe
would like to do for the sbpow. contact
Ms. Cox. Cox saYS. "This is the first
Variety Show that the Concert Choir has
ever had, and I think It is going to be a
great success."

~bert Starlirg
bETA HILL
1. Arthur's Theme . . . .. Christopher
Cro
8. The

ight Owl

9 . I've Done
E erthing
For ou ...

R· k
4. For Your Eyes Only . .... . ........ .
Springfield
Sheena Easton 10. Step By
5. Endless Love .. . . . . ........... . . . .
tep ....
Diana Ross and Lionel Richie
Eddie Rabbitt

********************

CONCERT LI E

3. Spyro Gyra . .. . .... . . ... .. .... .

1. Barry Manilow ............... :. . . . . . .. ov.5 8:00pm Carolina Coliseum
2.Robert Starling .......... Nov.58:00pmStudent Center,Coastal Carolina

,

... All The Mar e
by RICHARD RICHARDSON
Reviewer
When I went to see this movie. I was
expecting to see a movie with little
substance and a lot of "T" and "A". I
was half wrong. Sure It has the "T" and
.. A". but suprlsingly. the movie has
substance.
The movie is ..... AlI The Marbles"
now playing at the Dunes Cinema in
Myrtle Beach. It's about two lady
wrestlers. their manager. and their
quest for the North American TAg
Team Championship.

Peter Faul plays the gruff, dgar-chomping manager. Vicky Fredrick and
Laurene Landan play the lovely tag
team duo The California Dolls.
" ..• AlI The Marbles" Is directed by
Robert Aldrich [What Ever Happened
To Baby Jane? Hustle]. Aldrich has
always had a flare for action In his films.
In "Baby Jane" the action scenes were
vivid and graphic. In " ... All The
Marbles the wrestling scenes equal
the boxing scenes In "Rocky". The
bone-crushlng blows, the slamming of
thebodles on the mat seem to
reverberate through ones body. But
U

beyond the action Aldrtch s
the
girls' human side. Thia is what uprised
me.
The action hits Its zenith when they
wrestle for the champplonshlp. n.e
Wild Finish gtves you your moneys
worth.
Faulk's manneri IDS and styl are
humoursly familiar to Columbo. He
tues this style and aeates a character
that I very enjoyable. Faulk was born to
play this type of role.
Vicky Fredrlsk and Lauren Landon do a
good job of acting. They show the soft
side of gtrls in a hard profession. I'm

not ure If they did all
stunt
but Ifthey dId,l'm Impreued
beauty and their tougbn
" .. All The Marbl .. t orth htl not
only because of the action. but the arm
treatment Aldrich gtv h char ers.
It doesn't deal deep nto hume
understanding. but It does m
an
attempt to s
what the characte
feel. Thi sensitive treatment cau
one to care for the charact
and pull
for them to n.
So If you get a chance.
en " ... All
The Marbles". You on't be dl ppolnt~
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CAMPUS
BULLETIN

BOARD
Club

History

meets.

The History Club will have its regular monthly meeting on Thursday,
November 19, at 7:00 pm at 'Professor Branham's House. Everyone is
welcome to attend, for direction see Branham, Katie Mason, or any History
Club member.

Phi Sigma T au to meet on

#

Phi Sigma Tau, the national philosophy honor society, will meet Monday,
November 9, in the Student Center, room 201 at 1.30 pm.

ODK meets on November 12
Omicron Delta Kappa, the national leadership honor socity, will meet on
Thursda~, November 12, at 2:30 pm in the Student Center room 201

SGA

regul~r

weekly meeting today

The Student Government Association will meet today in the Organizational
Lounge of the Student Center at 1:45 pm \11 clubs are expected to send
representatives to the meeting.

Afro Am meets today
Afro Am will meet today at 1:30 pm on room 201 of the Student Center.
Everyone is welcome to attend.

Sigma Phi Epsilon meets today

I

Sigma Phi Epsilon will hold its regular weekly meeting today in room 202 of
the Student Center.

The Chanticleer Lampoon
Edition published on November 18
The Chanticleer will publish its famous Lampoon Edition on November 18,
any student, faculty, or staff member wishing to contribute to the Lampoon
Edition may submit articles no later than Wednesday, November II.

TONY'S PIZZA
Home Made PIZza
Hot Oven Subs

Socastee Market
SOCASTEE, S. C.
(803) 293-7331
fJ/

TAKE

PIZZAS

Tomato & Cheese
Onions
Peppers
Mushrooms
Salami
Ham
Hamburger
Pepperoni
Sausage
Bacon
Black Olives
2 - Way
3 - Way
House Special
Extra Cheese

TONY'S HOME MADE PIZZA

au (I

Small

2.75
3.25
3.25
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.50
3.95
4.25
5.50
.45

Large

5.50
6.10
6.10
6.25
6.25
6.25
6.25
6.25
6.25
6.25
6.25
7.25
7.90
10.50
.90

PLUS all these extras. It's The
Peoples Choice. And we think it'll be
Your. Choice Too.
Earn 5.25% int~rest on all your
money ...
COASTAL STUDENTS EARN INTEREST AND GET FREE CHECKING
WITH THE PEOPLES CHOICE.

HIGHWAY 707 NEXT TO

'EA T IN

Now, The Peoples 'Choice is
The Better Choicel

SUBS

Meatball
Sausage
Italian
Sliced Turkey
Bacon
Pastrami
Tuna
Ham
Genoa Salami
Roast Beef
Pepper Steak
Super Sub

Smaft

2.25
2.25
2.45
2.45
2.45
2.45
2.45
2.45
2.45
2.50
2.50
2.75

Large

3.25
3.25
3.40
3.40
3.40
3.40
3.40
3.40
3.40
3.60
3.60
3.95

10% Discount for Coastal Stu~ents

with I.D.

1.· Free Travelers Checks
2. No minimum balance requirements for current full
time Coastal Carolina students
3. Free Notary Public Service
4. Direct' '1osit on all government checks

Interest-Bearing Checking Account

..... ~Ioon

